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The etymology of the word ‘avaunt’ is Middle English, in turn
coming from the Old French word avant (‘to the front’). Authors
and playwrights used it most as an interjection, a sort of “Get thee
gone”; in Richard III Shakespeare writes, ‘Avaunt, thou dreadful
minister of hell!’ But we like its wider meaning ‘to move forward,
to advance or to elevate’. Whichever way you slice it, it’s a word
about hitting the road and going somewhere else. Somewhere
better. As Alain de Botton states in The Art of Travel, ‘It is not
necessarily at home that we best encounter our true selves. The
furniture insists that we cannot change because it does not; the
domestic setting keeps us tethered to the person we are in
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The etymology of the word ‘avaunt’ is Middle English, in turn
coming from the Old French word avant (‘to the front’). Authors
and playwrights used it most as an interjection, a sort of “Get
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The etymology of the word ‘avaunt’ is Middle English, in turn
coming from the Old French word avant (‘to the front’). Authors
and playwrights used it most as an interjection, a sort of “Get
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